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Getting Started Program
Duration: 2 Day Program
Intro:
Stepping into the corporate and dynamic world of Hospitality is always exciting. Starting the next chapter of your life’s
career journey can be daunting and overwhelming, particularly if it involves a dream of working abroad. That’s why
Rightfit is here to help and guide you every step of the way.
Rightfit’s Getting Started Program - Set Yourself Up for Success is an essentials part of preparing yourself for success.
It covers critical elements that improves your ability to sell your skills and helps you understand the attributes of what
makes a person successful in the highly dynamic and rewarding industry. Learn from Rightfit Hospitality experts what
service excellence looks like and how to hone your hospitality skills to exceed the expectations of all you touch.
About the Program:
RightFit’s Getting You Started program is offered as an Instructor lead two-day in-house training comprising of two
modules. Be My Guest and Understanding Competency Based Selection. The course will incorporate areas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective Communication
Understanding the basics of the Corporate Culture
Living Aboard – Making this work for you
A Passion for Service Excellence
Customer Excellence
Winning the interview (includes components of competency based interviewing and preparing for CBBI panel
interviews)

Objective and Requirements:
The two highly effective modules are designed to equip you with skills that take you to the next level. Building effective
communication skills will enable you appreciate and understand the impact of communication in the Hospitality industry.
Increasing your confidence and readiness to articulate to your future employer the values and skills you bring to the
organizations and it’s service culture will greatly improve your likelihood of winning the interview and realizing your
career ambitions.
These two modules are prerequisites to become a Rightfit Prequalified Candidate giving you access to some of the best
jobs long before others. We call it the Rightfit Advantage.
On completion of the two-day program you will be awarded a RightFit Certificate Of Attendance. Your Rightfit status will
be upgraded to that of a Prequalified Candidate.
Becoming a Rightfit Prequalified Candidate:
Successful completion of the Set Yourself Up for Success one-day program guarantees that you become a Rightfit
Prequalified Candidate and is a prerequisite for being registered onto our database and for representation to one of our
global high profile clients.
Rightfit Prequalified Candidates receive early notification of job assignments and automatically considered for job
opportunities that their skills and experience makes them suitable for. It helps put you one step head!
How to Enroll:
You can enroll via our website or call our local office to register for the next available intake. Courses can be paid online
via our PesaPal system (M-Pesa, Credit Card, Bank Transfer) and must be paid prior in order to confirm your attendance.
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